The controlled switching between different charge transport states of single-molecule components is one of the most essential and challenging aspects of molecular electronics. Conductance switching in molecular junctions has been demonstrated previously using various means including light, 1, 2 bias pulses, 3 electrostatic-, 4, 5 and electrochemical gating. 6, 7 The concept of "electrochemical gating" which provides the opportunity to overcome the technical challenges of incorporating a gate electrode in a solid-state molecular device, has been employed in electrochemically active molecular systems, including viologens, [8] [9] [10] oligoaniline, 11 ferrocene, [12] [13] [14] transition metal complexes, 7, 15, 16 perylenebisimides, [17] [18] [19] redox-active proteins, 20, 21 quinones 22,23 and tetrathiafulvalene, 24 as well as redox-inactive molecules. 25 In the case of redox-inactive molecules, or more generally when the electrode potential does not overlap with the molecule's redox potential, the effect of the gate is simply to shift the molecular levels up or down in energy relative to the Fermi level. In a simple picture where tunneling through the molecule is described by "Lorentzian" transmission peaks centered at the discrete energy levels of the molecule, a large on/off conductance ratio can be achieved by moving the frontier molecular level in and out of resonance with the Fermi level E F .
Recently, the concept of quantum interference (QI) in molecular transport junctions has been introduced theoretically and experimentally verified. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] Destructive QI leads to very low conductance -much lower than anticipated from a simple "Lorentzian" model treating each molecular level as an independent transport channel. It occurs as a result of a (nearly) complete cancellation of transmission probability due to interference between different electron pathways, and is predicted to take place in organic molecules whenever the path connecting the left and right electrodes via the molecule is cross conjugated. 26, 32 For example, independent measurements have shown that the conductance of a cross-conjugated anthraquinone (AQ) is ~100 times lower than that of a linearly-conjugated anthracene [31] [32] [33] even though the molecular length, electronic energy levels, and optical properties of the two molecules are very similar.
In this work, two -conjugated molecules, isomeric AQ-1,5 and AQ-1,4 with an anthraquinone core unit ( Figure 1a) were synthesized, and their electronic conductance was measured under electrochemical gating using the scanning tunneling microscopy break-junction (STM-BJ) technique. We demonstrate gate potential control of the molecular energy levels over almost 1 eV with conductance variations of more than one order of magnitude. The origin of the conductance variation is a combined effect of continuous Fermi level tuning (for potentials outside the redox active region) and abrupt changes to the conjugation pattern of the molecule as a consequence of oxidation/reduction of the molecule when the electrode potential crosses the redox potential. These experimental observations are complemented by density functional theory (DFT)-based transport calculations. Plotting the calculated transmission function of the reduced and oxidized molecule on the electrode potential scale, we find excellent agreement with experiments for the conductance versus gate potential in a 1 V voltage range around the AQ redox potential.
The conductance measurements of both AQ-1,4 and AQ-1,5 were performed in an STM-BJ setup in 0.1 M KClO 4 (pH5.8) using a cell with a four electrodes configuration with Au as tip and substrate, and Pt wires as counter-and quasi-reference electrodes in an oxygen-free atmosphere (see SI). 17, [34] [35] [36] Figure 1b Figure 1c shows typical conductance-distance traces of AQ-1,5 in the reduced and oxidized states obtained from the STM-BJ experiment. 37, 38 For both redox states, the conductance curves exhibit a short plateau at 1 G 0 due to atomic gold point contacts existing just before rupture. In addition to the 1 G 0 plateau, the blue curves show a more extended plateau with conductances ranging from 10 -4.6 G 0 to 10 -5.4 G 0 which can be assigned to the conductance of the reduced AQ-1,5 single-molecule junctions. In contrast, no low conductance plateaus were observed for AQ-1,5 in the oxidized state (red curve). From this, we conclude that the conductance of the oxidized form is below the detection limit of our STM-BJ set-up equipped with a linear I-V convertor (10 -6 G 0 ). Figure 1e shows the one-dimensional histograms of AQ-1,5 in its reduced (blue) and oxidized (red) states constructed from 1100 conductance traces without any data selection. A pronounced conductance peak centered at 10 -5.0 G 0 is observed for the reduced state (rAQ-1,5) while no clear peaks above the detection limit are found for the oxidized form. The inset of Figure 1e shows the change in conductance of AQ-1,5 over three consecutive cycles of the potential across the redox potential. No significant decrease of the on/off ratio is observed, which suggests that the manipulation of molecular redox states is a highly reversible process. 33, 39 Figures 1d and 1f show individual conductance-distance traces and histograms of AQ-1,4 in the reduced (blue) and oxidized (red) states, respectively. For this molecule, clear conductance plateaus are observed around 10 -4.0 G 0 and 10 -5.0 G 0 for the reduced and oxidized species, respectively, leading to peaks in the conductance histogram at these values. We attribute these peaks to the formation of rAQ-1,4 and AQ-1,4 single-molecule junctions.
The smaller difference in the conductance of the two redox states of AQ-1,4, compared to AQ-1,5, can be explained by the different electron pathways between the pyridyl units in the crossconjugated AQ-1,5 and linearly-conjugated AQ-1,4 molecules. For AQ-1,4 the change in conductance results primarily from a change in effective electron density of the functional group attached as a "gating" unit to the OPE-type backbone. In contrast, the electron pathway for AQ-1,5 goes directly via the AQ unit, and thus the change from linear-(reduced state) to crossconjugation (oxidized state) directly lowers the transmission probability. In Figure 2 , we show the transmission functions of AQ-1,5 (a) and AQ-1,4 (b) in reduced and oxidized forms calculated from DFT. All the calculations were performed using the GPAW electronic structure 12 code using a double zeta plus polarization (DZP) basis set. The gold electrodes are modeled by 4x6 gold slabs in the (111) direction, and the molecular structures were relaxed until the residual forces were below 0.01 eV/Å. To overcome the well-known problem of DFT to describe molecular energy levels we have used the DFT+ Sigma scheme to correct the DFT eigenvalues as described in previous studies. 40, 41 In brief, the DFT Hamiltonian of the contacted molecule is first diagonalized to obtain the molecular orbitals. The energy of each orbital is then shifted by a sum of two terms, the first accounting for the self-interaction error in DFT and ensures the correct ionization potential and electron affinity is obtained for the molecule in the gas phase, and the second term accounts for the image charge formed in the electrodes which is completely missing in standard DFT. 42 Our transport calculations in Figure 2 predict that the oxidized states generally have lower conductance than the reduced states. This does not only hold for energies at the gold Fermi level, but over the entire range of energies within the HOMO-LUMO gap. Moreover AQ-1,4 is predicted to have higher conductance than AQ-1,5 in both charge states. Finally, the change in conductance upon changing the redox state is predicted to be larger for AQ-1,5 than for AQ-1,4. These findings are all consistent with the experimental observations. The first two findings can be explained by the variations in the HOMO-LUMO gap: for both charge states the HOMO-LUMO gap is larger for AQ-1,5 than for AQ-1,4; and for both molecules, the HOMO-LUMO gap is larger in the oxidized state than in reduced state. However, the third finding, namely that the conductance change upon oxidation is larger for AQ-1,5 than for AQ-1,4, cannot be explained simply from the size of the HOMO-LUMO gap. Indeed, the increase in HOMO-LUMO gap upon oxidation is very similar for the two molecules. Instead, the larger suppression of the conductance in oxidized AQ-1,5 is a result of destructive QI occurring because the electron pathway connecting the left and right electrodes goes via the cross-conjugated AQ unit. We note that the QI effect is not very pronounced in oxidized AQ-1,5; in particular the characteristic transmission anti-resonance often observed in QI molecules is not observed. Outside the redox-active region, the effect of the gate potential should simply shift the molecular levels up or down relative to the metal Fermi energy. Since the conductance is proportional to the transmission function at the Fermi energy, Figure 2 suggests that a significant gating effect should be observable when the Fermi level is close to either the HOMO or LUMO, and previous studies have shown that AQ-1,4 and AQ-1,5 in the absence of gating potentials, conduct through the LUMO. To investigate the conductance versus gate potential, we constructed conductance histograms for the two molecules at different (fixed) electrode potentials. The histograms are shown in Figure 3 for AQ-1,5 (a) and AQ-1,4 (b), and the conductance peaks versus gate potential are plotted in Figure 4(a-b) . For potentials higher than the redox potential the molecules are in their oxidized state. In this potential region, the peaks in the conductance histograms shift to higher conductance as the potential is moved towards more negative values (the Fermi level is moved upwards). This indicates that transport is indeed mediated by the LUMO for the oxidized molecules. At a potential around -0.4 V vs SCE, the conductance increases sharply by approximately one order of magnitude due to the redox process. For AQ-1,5 the conductance continues to rise as the potential is decreased further indicating that transport is also LUMO mediated in the reduced state. A significant conductance change from 10 -6.1 (-330 mV vs. SCE) to 10 -6.5 G 0 (-30 mV vs. SCE) for AQ-1,5 in the oxidized state was observed by carrying out the experiment in a complementary STM-BJ with a developing logarithm I-V convertor with better current sensitivity, which is in a good agreement with the results presented in Figure 1 that the oxidized state conductance of AQ-1,5 is lower than 10 -6 G 0 . For AQ-1,4, it is found that the conductance increases with positive potential in the reduced state. At the potential close to redox potential (-420 mV vs. SCE), we can still observed a less-pronounced conductance peak at around 10 -4.5 G 0 , which suggests the existing of small amount of molecules in oxidized state at transition potential. We note that although the conductance change induced by adjusting the electrode potential is relatively small in the redox-inactive potential region, as compared to the change taking place as the potential crosses the redox peak potential, it is still comparable to several other previously studied molecular switches. 6, 45 To enable a more precise comparison between the experiments (Figure 4a-b) and the calculations, we have plotted the calculated transmission using the electrochemical energy scale relative to SCE in Figure 4(c-d) . The conversion of the electrochemical energy scales is achieved based on the Fermi level in the transport calculations corresponding to the (negative) work function of Au(111) which is taken to be 5.3 eV, while the SCE is 4.68 eV relative to vacuum. 46 The gray line indicates the measured redox potentials. For potentials to the left of the gray line, the molecule is in the reduced state and the transmission is given by the blue curve. For potentials to the right of the dashed line, the molecule is in the oxidized state and the transmission is given by the red curve. The dots indicate the predicted conductance at the potentials used to produce the experimental conductance curve in Figure 4(a-b) . The striking agreement between the calculations and experiments strongly supports the interpretations of the conduction mechanisms put forward in this paper, and suggest that (semi)quantitative modeling of single-molecule transport under electrochemical control is possible using relatively simple computational models. Finally, we note that although the qualitative agreement between theory and experiments is excellent, there are significant differences at the quantitative level, in particular for the reduced states. We ascribe this as due to an incorrect level alignment in the DFT+Sigma calculation for reduced AQ-1,4 and a breakdown of the phase-coherent transport mechanism close to the resonance in the case of reduced AQ-1,5 (see SI for a more detailed discussion). In summary, we have studied charge transport through singlemolecule junctions formed by two isomeric AQ-based derivatives AQ-1,5 and AQ-1,4 by employing an STM-BJ technique under electrochemical control. For both AQ-1,5 and AQ-1,4 the conductance has been controlled over one order of magnitude by varying the electrode potential over a range of around 1 V. In the redox-inactive potential region, the effect of the gating is to shift the Fermi level relative to the molecular resonances leading to a modest change in conductance. At the redox potential, large and reversible jumps of the conductance were observed due to the change in redox state which is accompanied with changes in the conjugation pattern from linear-(in the reduced state) to cross conjugated (in the oxidized state). All these observations were supported by our DFT-based transport calculations. In particular, we found an excellent agreement between experiments and calculations for the conductance versus gate potential both outside and inside the redox-active regimes.
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